Radyo an Gernewegva – mid-term report 2017
RanG has maintained its one-hour weekly show and increased the frequency of
‘other’ voices in it since April 2016. The reporters have included: Nicholas
Williams, Jerry Sethir (Jeffries), Esther Johns, Delia Brotherton, Ashley Taylor
and Tim Saunders.
The service continues to be broadcast weekly on The Source FM across
Falmouth and Penryn, Coast FM in the Penzance area and Radio St Austell Bay.
Meanwhile, online listening is reaching 140 speakers per week via the
Audioboom app and others (no figures available) are accessing through the
direct server download.
The ‘Towlennik’ for beginners is the weekly short show which is presented in
English to give learners tips and encouragement. It had a summer break whilst
there weren’t any classes as it seems to be used as a tool by some teachers.
The format has not totally been finalised and is still very much in experimental
mode. Teachers’ feed-back is welcomed.
The video offering of Pellwolok an Gernewegva has vastly exceeded what was
promised in the original bid document. We said we would provide a minimum
of six programmes. What we have actually done is created features on a range
of events, experimented with a series of video walks in Cornish and have now
launched the first ever regular TV news programme completely in Cornish.
‘An Mis’ is a monthly magazine-news TV show of varying duration at the
moment. The first show was almost 8 minutes and the current edition is the
longest news programme completely in Cornish ever – with a duration of 20
minutes. This is a vast undertaking which will succeed or fail on the support of
everyone involved in the language. To work and develop, it will need speakers
to work on increasing their own fluency, to undertake training on presentation
skills and also continued funding in the future. We must be producing this to
move forward.
Work is underway now to produce a music project for schools where a series
of verses is being recorded using a range of voices. These will be available to
download and mix into any style the child wishes. It will mean they interact
with the language without having to initially know any. Tanya Brittain has
offered a Looe Music Festival prize to the winning composition; to be played

before a main act next year. We might even get some dancers to dance to it on
stage.
A business plan has been produced by Jenefer Lowe for Radyo an Gernewegva.
She is also currently working on producing sponsorship packs for business.

Radyo an Gernewegva – mid-term report 2017
RanG maintained one-hour weekly online radio show
Regular reporters: Nicholas Williams, Jerry Sethir, Esther Johns, Delia
Brotherton, Ashley Taylor and Tim Saunders.
Broadcast weekly on The Source FM across Falmouth and Penryn, Coast FM in
the Penzance area and Radio St Austell Bay.
Online listening is reaching 140 speakers per week via the Audioboom app and
others (no figures available) are accessing through the direct server download.
‘Towlennik’ for beginners - weekly short show in English to give learners tips
and encouragement. Teachers’ feed-back is welcomed.
Pellwolok an Gernewegva – project committed to a minimum of six
programmes. It has developed to a monthly 20-30 min magazine programme –
An Mis.
Also a series of video walks in Cornish
A business plan has been produced, part of which has aimed to identify skills
and resources needed to grow and support the service.

